Hammer CLI - Bug #27339

in hammer, report template schedule doesn't work with unique parameter --name when parameters wait and path are provided

07/18/2019 11:14 AM - Oleh Fedorenko
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Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1730375

Description of problem:
in hammer, report template schedule doesn't work with unique parameter --name when parameters wait and path are provided

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):
Satellite 6.6 snap 7

How reproducible:
Always

Steps to Reproduce:
1. create test report template
2. report-template schedule --name test --wait --path /tmp/

Actual results:
Missing arguments for 'id'

with id it works correctly
hammer report-template schedule --id <test-id> --wait --path /tmp/
The response has been saved to /tmp/test-<date>.txt

Expected results:
hammer report-template schedule --name test --wait --path /tmp/
The response has been saved to /tmp/test-<date>.txt

Additional info:
Not sure if this is bug for hammer, but I found it here, please if I should choose another component please let me know. (future improvement)

Associated revisions
Revision 4691d5c1 - 08/01/2019 07:21 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #27339 - Report template schedule works with --name
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